
UK Young Lions Competition 2019

• 6 competitions were run - Digital, Design, Marketers, Media, Film and Print

• 188 teams entered from 75 different companies

• 183 judges were recruited from 82 companies

• The competition brief was supplied by #timeTo

Male/Female Entries

Male Female

https://cdn.eventsforce.net/files/ef-kgdxoiq564la/website/2/uk_young_lions_competition_brief_2019.pdf


Film Winners

Nick Archer and Matt Nicolas 
won the Film Competition from 
Sky Creative Agency.  
View the work

JUDGE’S COMMENT

“Direct and hard hitting message with a scarily real grasp on the reality 

of the situation. I think the message here is so strong because the lines 
often feel blurred about what’s expected in industry and what’s 
inappropriate.”
Amy Becker, Rock Hound

https://vimeo.com/326175762


Print Winners

John McPartland and 
Zack Gardner, were 
the Print winners 
from Havas Lynx

View the work

JUDGE’S COMMENT
“Striking, campaign-able, resonant with 
the target audience, a clear call to action 
and rallying cry, really strong work”
Dan Perry, Oliver

https://www.adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Print2.pdf


Media Winners

Mehr Chughtai (OMD 
UK) and Tom Cooke 
(MVF) were the Media 
winners. 
View the work

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“Really impressed with this entry - consistent 
throughout with clear focus on key theme, 
and thorough work on the two audiences.”
Izzy Thompson, Goodstuff

“Hands down - the best campaign out of my selection: creative use of well-know 
archetype and merge of innovative techniques (micro targeting, targeting social 
ads, gym digital screens) with meaningful symbolic physical objects, that are 
presented in very convincing way. Very well executed media visuals - a big plus!”
Justina Raižytė, European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA)

https://www.adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Media.pdf


Marketers Winners

Maria Coyle and Holly 
Tavana were the 
Marketers winners from 
Tesco. View the work

“Good strategy, like the disrupting idea to 
help people notice”
Martina Poulopati, Essity Femine Care

“This idea is insightful, well-
targeted, realistic and as it cleverly 
plays to the industry's fascination 
with its own work, is very likely to be 
effective.”
Jayne Barr, London & Partners

https://www.adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Marketing-1..pdf


Design Winners

Tarne Neilson and 
Georgina Osei-Hwere, 
were the Design 
winners from Ogilvy 
Health. View the work

JUDGE’S COMMENT
“This team understand how to 
reach the right people in the right 
place with eye-catching executions 
and a creative idea which would 
have stand out in any media 
channel.”
Paul Domenet, Free the Birds

JUDGE’S COMMENT
“Nice use of colour 
palette, expanding 
the existing one / also 
expanding the use of 
the hashtag / nice 
coasters”
Fernanda Marth, 
WPP Sudler

https://www.adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Design.pdf


Digital Winners

Lily Kn and David 
Milligan were the 
Digital winners from 
MRM-McCann.

View the work

“Interesting use of social media, carousel functionality 
and clear messaging. Good visual execution as well.”
Tushar Merwanji, Fjord

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“Good, clear, simple idea here. It 
takes something extremely 
complicated, delicate and personal 
and says it's here to help you. This 
shows you can talk about what 
you've gone through, you're not 
alone, you can find out more and do 
it all here”
Max Vinall, Jellyfish

https://www.adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Digital.pdf


Young Lions – Feedback
Each of our Young Lions was extremely proud to win their national competition and have the opportunity to represent the UK 

at Cannes Lions 2019.  All agreed that the experience offered to them over the week of the festival gave them an incredible 
amount of creative insight and inspiration to benefit their careers. 

Two of our Young Lions have since received promotions and one has moved to a new company in a more senior position. 



Young Lions - Feedback

“We both dreamt about going to Cannes Lions and never 
thought it would happen. 

It was such a great honour to be representing the UK in the  
Young Lions Digital competition. It’s a one in a lifetime 
experience to be meeting so many great creatives and other 
professionals from tech, production, start-up, film industries 
and having access to world-class ideas. 

Also, it’s a great 5 days of networking with some great 
people from all over the world. Our outlook on advertising 
and the way of working changed. It gave both of us a bigger 
understanding of what means “Cannes worthy work” as well 
as it helped to take our careers to the next level. We didn’t 
win the global young lions digital but we hope to come back 
and hold the “adult” Cannes Lions awards very soon!”

Lily Kn and David Milligan, UK Young Lions Digital Winners



Young Lions - Feedback

“Winning UK Young Lions and going to the 
South of France was brilliant and eye-
opening and hectic and surreal. 

The lasting effect has been a wee glow, a 
consistent confidence boost.

Any time imposter syndrome seeps in. 
Anytime a bit of extra push is needed. Any 
time a nonsense piece of feedback comes 
through, that wee glow is there, reminding 
me that I can do this job.

And I can do this job well.

That's easily the most rewarding part of the 
whole experience. 

Something I'm really, really grateful for.”

Zack Gardner, UK Young Lions Print Winner

“Leading up to Cannes felt like a once in a lifetime 
opportunity, however on leaving it was quite 
apparent that I needed to be back there every 
year. The drive and motivation that you get just by 
being in Cannes is something that I hadn’t 
experienced before, the work is obviously on 
another level but it was the general atmosphere 
that stuck with me the most. 

Since getting back from Cannes the bar has been 
set much higher than it was before. Not just in 
creative but across the agency.”

John McPartland, UK Young Lions Print Winner



Young Lions - Feedback

“We had a brilliant week at Cannes Lions and 
felt really proud to be presenting the younger 
generation of the UK advertising industry. It 
was invaluable to be in the midst of the best 
creative minds from not only the UK but across 
the world too – with the latter opening our 
eyes to a global standard of excellence and 
fresh perspectives to bring back to our roles at 
Tesco.

Our achievement was widely celebrated within 
Tesco. Holly and I were recently promoted 
when we went to Cannes, so we’ve been able 
to use our experience to kick off our new roles 
with perspective and confidence.”

Holly Tavana and Maria Coyle
UK Young Lions Marketers Winners


